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Advisen’s Public D&O database is a proprietary relational database of information about various events relating to
directors and officers liability affecting public companies that have or could result in significant financial judgments
or loss to directors, officers, and corporate entities.
Advisen’s Public D&O database includes events that have stemmed from numerous risks, among them:
• Shareholder Risks
• Securities Class Action
• Merger Objection
• Derivative Shareholder Action
• Securities Individual Action
• Corporate Capital Risks
• Capital Regulatory Action
• Books & Records
• Wells Notices
• Business Practices Risks
• Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
Advisen’s Public D&O database includes more than 18,000 cases, of which 700 were brought outside of the United
States.

DATA FEEDS DELIVERY
Advisen’s Public D&O data feed contains model-ready data, married to current and historic company data. The
intersection of loss and company data supports actuaries building sophisticated proprietary algorithms using multiple
parameters, such as:
• Market Capitalization
• Industry Code
• Stock Exchange
• IPO Date
• Filing Date
• Case Type
• Case Status
• Geography
• Jurisdiction

Advisen’s Public D&O dataset is growing every day and client data feeds are refreshed on a monthly or quarterly
basis and are delivered in .csv files that can be uploaded into Excel or a database.
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PUBLIC D&O DATA FEATURES
Advisen has developed a comprehensive taxonomy that spans numerous types of risks that could result in directors
and officers liability affecting public companies, facilitating actuarial modeling and pattern or trend analysis for
insurance brokers, carriers, and reinsurers.
A proportion of Advisen’s Public D&O data has also been linked by interrelated root causes and been identified as
related cases, allowing users to create aggregation models of the potential risks across a portfolio.
Advisen leverages both the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code system and the North American Industry
Classification (NAICS). The latter provides a greater level of specificity based on a firm’s activity and more accurately
classifies newer industries more prone to litigation such as technology and biotechnology.
Advisen also makes available time-series public company information including Securities, Financials, Employees,
Issuer Credit Rating, Beta, CDS Pricing, and ADR data that facilitate the development of predictive models.

About Advisen Ltd.
Advisen is the leading provider of data, media, and technology solutions for the commercial property and casualty insurance
market. Advisen’s proprietary data sets and applications focus on large, specialty risks. Through Web Connectivity Ltd., Advisen
provides messaging services, business consulting, and technical solutions to streamline and automate insurance transactions.
Advisen connects a community of more than 200,000 professionals through daily newsletters, conferences, and webinars. The
company was founded in 2000 and is headquartered in New York City, with offices in the US and the UK.
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